
Belief of the Day

I know what it feels like to
choose what I manifest

without compromising my heart's desire
now.

This is from "Belieflets®: 1001 Beliefs About
Manifesting"
by Terry O'Connell

 to the terryoconnell.com in honor website

We are very happy to announce the reopening of Terry O'Connell's website,
terryoconnell.com, where you may purchase her extraordinary work made for you with
the intention of raising your spirits and your spirit's vibration. Right now you can
download the belieflets® one at a time or purchase in groups. The Mp3’s will follow in the
next few weeks.

Terry's thoughts are always clear with a wry touch of New York humor. We have
organized and reproduced her written and audio work, and will continue to do so.

All proceeds from sales will go to her father and mother for their lifetimes, and to the
upkeep and maintenance of this site and the further reproduction of her work, and finally
to the creation of a scholarship for an Irish citizen to study breathing and healing at the
Fitzmaurice Institute, an organization that Terry helped to create and build, recognizing a
need because of her own breathing problems.

Terry's debt to the work and skills of Vianna Stibal are clear. But she also studied with
several other healers and bodyworkers. Her voice is unique in that her metaphysical and
somatic explorations were supported by an exceptionally bright mind, making her a
brilliant teacher. If you were lucky enough to work with her in person, or to meet her on
the telephone or by reading her materials, welcome back. If you are coming across her
for the first time, you are in for a treat.

Please let us know if there is anything we can do to improve this site Or the accessibility
of Terry's work, for which we will be forever grateful.

Love and magic,
Catherine and Catherine
catherine@terryoconnell.com
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Belieflets CDs are here!! Order yours
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